Hydration, internal dynamics and function [1] 2+ are symbolised by two black spheres. Charged side chains, lysines, aspartic and glutamic acids, are represented as sticks. As shown by a previous study [2] , the localised relaxational dynamics of those surface residues, exposed to the solvent, give rise to the quasielastic scattering observed in the ps time range.
Hydration, internal dynamics and function [1] in proteins are intimately associated. Through its properties of Ca 2+ /Mg 2+ exchange, parvalbumin a 11.5 kDa Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ binding proteins, is associated with muscle and neuron relaxation. Dynamics of parvalbumin has been previously studied by inelastic neutron scattering and solidstate 13 C NMR. It has been shown that the dynamics of surface charged residues in the picosecond time range, as seen by neutrons, was concomitant with the dynamics of the protein backbone, in the nanosecond time range, as seen by NMR [2] . To definitively check the consistency of our neutron and NMR data, we have extended the previous neutron scattering experiments, to new Q and energy resolution ranges [3] . 2+ are symbolised by two black spheres. Charged side chains, lysines, aspartic and glutamic acids, are represented as sticks. As shown by a previous study [2] , the localised relaxational dynamics of those surface residues, exposed to the solvent, give rise to the quasielastic scattering observed in the ps time range.
In particular, high Q ([1.,5.] Å -1 ) and high resolution (10 µeV) data have been obtained on the thermal backscattering CRG IN13. The data treatment described in reference [2] has been applied. EISF obtained for each samples of Ca or Mg loaded parvalbumin hydrated at h=0.27 g D2O /g and h= 0.72 are presented on Fig. 2 . In the present high Q range at high energy resolution (10 µeV), a Gaussian distribution of radii has to be taken into account to properly describe the experimental EISF. We assess a fraction of mobile protons and an average confinement radius. The fraction of protons seen as immobile is strongly hydration dependent. At h=0.7, an hydration corresponding to three water layers around the protein, on a time scale of 150 ps (R=10 µeV), the protons of almost all (0.94%) the protein secondary structure elements undergo local relaxational dynamics. In proteins, the local (steric) environment varies strongly from side-chains to backbone (the compacity is 0.74 in the deep interior of a globular protein). Probably due to the contribution of buried protons experiencing high steric constraints, the average confinement radius decreases from 1.7 Å at 15 ps [2] to 1.3 Å on a longer timescale of 150 ps (this work). Interestingly, this characteristic length is not affected by hydration. For an incoherent system, the Q dependence of the long-time tail of the intermediate scattering function, I(Q,t= ∞ )/I(Q,t=0), is the form factor of a confinement volume: the EISF. As shown in 
Conclusion:
No difference has been detected in the dynamics of the calcic and magnesic forms of parvalbumin from ps to ns. The question remains whether there are really no dynamical changes or whether these changes are so local, that they are blurred out by the averaging over all the protein protons. When increasing energy resolution the strong decrease, nearly to 0, of the fraction of protons seen as immobile, has confirmed that it is not only the polar side-chains at the surface of the protein which are primarily affected during the early steps of hydration. Internal non-polar sidechains and backbone are also affected. These results and others presented in [3] confirm our previous NMR and neutron scattering results that hydration acts on the dynamics of the protein at both local and global levels. This is probably essential for the biological function of the protein.
